Southwest Studies Reading Room Policies
LB 300


BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE SOUTHWEST STUDIES READING ROOM

The Southwest Studies Reading Room is a unique environment which provides an aesthetic and scholarly atmosphere for programs with an academic purpose. The Reading Room, like the Theatre Outback, is protected in usage for carefully considered purposes and programs because such spaces are valuable to the entire college community.

The Southwest Studies Reading Room was established to focus on and to support the study of the American Southwest at Mesa Community College.  In 1999, when the Paul A. Elsner Library opened, the college administration designated a faculty committee to build a Southwest Studies Collection and to establish the purpose of the Southwest Studies Reading Room. 

The focus has been maintained consistently with a collection that features a wide scope of Southwestern materials including History, Natural History, Geography, Cultural Sciences, Ethnic Studies, and Arts and Humanities.

The Southwest Studies Reading Room is used for Southwest Studies related programs as well as other events that significantly contribute to the academic dialogue of the college.

Examples of past events which reflect the appropriate use of the Southwest Studies Reading Room include:

	Visiting scholar and author lectures (Marshall Trimble, Edward Abbey, Terry Tempest Williams, Alberto Rios etc.)

International Education Guests and Speakers
Emerging Writers Recognition Ceremony
MCC Literary Festival.
Annual “One Book Arizona” events (authors include Richard Shelton)
Accreditation NCAA culmination exit meeting.
LBT 40th Anniversary guest speaker and awards ceremony
Center for Global Tolerance Panel Discussions
Poetry Readings
Community Education, New Frontiers Guest Speakers
Certain Public Forums and Town Halls
Special Academic Faculty Gatherings





SCHEDULING CONSIDERATIONS:

The scheduling of the Southwest Studies Reading Room is managed and maintained under the direction of the Library Department Chair and appropriate designees. The booking schedule for the Southwest Reading Room is maintained by the Library Administrative offices. Persons wishing to schedule this reading room must contact the Library’s Administrative offices.

Due to the fact that the Southwest Studies Reading Room houses a significant and valuable collection of books and art (the latter includes a rotating loan from ASU’s North Light Gallery), it is imperative that security issues be considered. 

Criteria for use of Southwest Studies Reading Room:

Events must reflect an academic purpose which significantly contributes to the academic dialogue of the college.

Event organizers must consider that the Southwest Studies Reading Room is located on the 3rd floor of the library which is the “quiet” study area for students. This must be a determining factor in the scheduling of events.  

Limited use of the Southwest Reading Room must be considered in event planning. 

These limitations include:

Sound:		
Unlike LB 145, this reading room is not sound proof. Students are often disrupted by the events held in this reading room.
      
Equipment: LCD projector and screen, DVD & VCR player, CD player, wireless microphone.
     
Light:
While the windows have automatic blinds to darken the room, they do not completely black out the room.

Event Length/Time Limit:
There is a significant Southwest collection housed in this reading room. There should be an approved time limit for events so that students, faculty and staff can access and utilize these research materials. 

Capacity:		
Maximum occupant load: 72 (seating); 100 (standing).

ADA compliance:
This room is not ADA compliant as there is no automatic opening door of   access.

Food:	
Only light refreshments are appropriate. Full meals are not acceptable due to the disruption of quiet student study areas (this includes delivery, noise, odors etc.)

Furnishings:
Set up of various seating patterns must be arranged for each event. The 
Reading Room must be returned to its daily focus as a quiet study space 
upon completion of events. 

SOUTHWEST STUDIES READING ROOM REGULATIONS:
	The person or designee responsible for scheduling the Reading Room for a function MUST be present at said function.

A Facility Request From must be completed and submitted to MCC’s campus Facilities Coordinator as soon as possible and no later than two weeks prior to the event. Forms are available in that office and online through the Dean of Student Services.
This room is not a rental facility for community events.
Attendance at functions must be limited to the stated capacity of the Room. (See “Scheduling Considerations” section)
No group may assign its reservation to another group.
The Reading Room must be left in the condition in which it was found.
The individual making the reservation, as well as the membership of the group will be responsible for any and all damages that may occur as a result of the use of the facilities.
The Reading Room is not available for scheduling by students or for student events.
Use of the Reading Room during the Library’s open hours MUST not disrupt the operation of the Library.
Use of the Reading Room when the Library is closed requires the presence of Campus Public Safety.
Alcoholic beverages ARE NOT allowed.
Smoking is NOT permitted anywhere in the Library building or on Library’s outdoor patios.
Special equipment, supplies or personal effects MUST not be stored or left in the Library.
Food: Only light refreshments are appropriate. Full meals are not acceptable due to the disruption of quiet student study areas 


Questions that are not covered in the above regulations should be addressed to the Library Director or Designee.
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